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ABSTRACT: The nondominated sorting genetic algorithm (NSGA) is adapted and used
to obtain multiobjective Pareto optimal solutions for three grades of nylon 6 being
produced in an industrial semibatch reactor. The total reaction time and the concentra-
tion of an undesirable cyclic dimer in the product are taken as two individual objectives
for minimization, while simultaneously requiring the attainment of design values of
the final monomer conversion and for the number-average chain length. Substantial
improvements in the operation of the nylon 6 reactor are indicated by this study. The
technique used is very general in nature and can be used for multiobjective optimization
of other reactors. Good mathematical models accounting for all the physicochemical
aspects operative in a reactor (and which have been preferably tested on industrial
data) are a prerequisite for such optimization studies. q 1998 John Wiley & Sons, Inc.
J Appl Polym Sci 69: 69–87, 1998

Key words: multiobjective optimization, nylon 6, genetic algorithm, polymer reactor,
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trial nylon 6 reactor was carried out and ParetoINTRODUCTION
sets were generated. These help to focus the
thinking of a decision maker in identifying suit-Most real-world decision-making design problems
able operating or design conditions.require simultaneous optimization of multiple ob-

A number of studies have been reported on thejectives. Such problems are conceptually different
optimal temperature and initiator or monomerfrom single-objective optimization problems. In
addition histories (or profiles) for free-radical andthe case of multiobjective optimization, a set of
step-growth polymerizations in batch, semibatch,solutions is obtained which are not necessarily the
or plug-flow reactors. These have been reviewedbest solutions if any of the objectives is considered
by Farber.1 In most of the studies discussed in theindividually, but are relatively better feasible op-
review, a single-objective function is used whichtimal solutions if all the objectives are considered
is a weighted average of a few individual objec-simultaneously. This set of solutions is called the
tives as, for example, (a) concentration of the un-Pareto optimal or nondominated solutions. In this
reacted monomer in the product, (b) concentra-study, multiobjective optimization of an indus-
tion of undesirable side products, (c) reaction
time, and (d) deviation of the number-average

Correspondence to: S. K. Gupta. chain length (mn ) and/or the polydispersity index
Contract grant sponsor: Research Centre, Gujarat State (PDI) from the desired values. This type of scalarFertilizers Co. Ltd., Vadodara, India.

optimization approach suffers from the drawbackJournal of Applied Polymer Science, Vol. 69, 69–87 (1998)
q 1998 John Wiley & Sons, Inc. CCC 0021-8995/98/010069-19 that the results are highly sensitive to the values
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70 MITRA, DEB, AND GUPTA

of the weighting factors used. In addition, there
is a chance of losing some optimal solutions.2,3 In
vector or multiobjective optimization, the objec-
tive function, I , is a vector, comprising a few indi-
vidual objective functions, Ii . The optimal solu-
tions obtained using this approach help a designer
to make better decisions. Since most optimization
problems in polymer reaction engineering deal
with different interesting and often conflicting ob-
jectives, multiobjective function optimization of-
fers tremendous prospects for use in the optimal
design and operation of these reactors. Some stud-
ies4–9 have already been reported on the optimiza-
tion of polymerization reactors using this ap-
proach, but none of these involves industrial reac-
tors. In this work, we have optimized the
operation of an industrial nylon 6 reactor. This
reactor has been simulated by our group ear-
lier,10–12 and a satisfactory mathematical model

Figure 1 Schematic diagram of the industrial semi-is already available, which can be used confi-
batch nylon 6 reactor.dently for optimization purposes.

Most of the earlier studies on the optimization
of polymerization reactors involving single- as or as a part of any larger code using any adapta-
well as multiple-objective functions use Pontryagin’s tion of this algorithm. In this work, however, we
minimum principle13,14 or some pattern search used the nondominated sorting genetic algorithm
techniques to arrive at optimal solutions. These (NSGA22) which is quite similar to the SGA ex-
traditional techniques usually require a good ini- cept for some differences in the working principle
tial guess of the optimal solution, that is, of the of the selection operator. Details of this adapta-
control variable histories. It is well known that tion are discussed later.
Pontryagin’s technique is particularly sensitive to Pareto sets for the industrial nylon 6 reactor
the choice of the initial guess. In fact, for complex, are obtained using this technique. It is found that
real-life problems (e.g., for methyl methacrylate significant improvements (reduction in reaction
polymerization15 as well as for nylon 6 polymer- time, reduction in the concentration of undesired
ization16–18) , the ‘‘window’’ in which the initial side product) are indicated by our study, over the
guess of the control variable must lie is extremely current operation of the reactor. We understand

that changes in the operating variables have beennarrow, and one can easily get into problems of
made in the industrial reactor along the directionslack of convergence. One often has to generate
suggested by our studies, and considerable im-solutions of similar or easier problems16,17 before
provements have, indeed, been achieved, in termsone gets an idea of good initial guesses. These
of the reduction of the reaction time.techniques are, thus, not suitable for on-line ap-

plications. A new and extremely powerful search
technique based on the mechanics of natural ge-

FORMULATIONnetics and natural selection, called the genetic al-
gorithm (GA),19 is becoming popular in the litera-
ture. This technique does not require initial The industrial reactor10–12 studied herein is

shown schematically in Figure 1. It is a jacketedguesses of the control variable. This is a very ro-
bust technique and can be made to converge to vessel with a low-speed anchor or ribbon agitator

used for mixing the highly viscous reaction mass.the global optimum even in the presence of several
local optima. Details of GA as well as of its several The reaction mass [1-caprolactam (C1) , water

(W ) , and other inert additives like TiO2, etc.] isadaptations and extensions are available in sev-
eral books.19–21 A computer code [simple genetic heated by condensing vapor in a jacket in which

the fluid is at temperature TJ (a constant valuealgorithm) (SGA)] which uses the basic algorithm
is available now,21 and this can be used as such independent of time). As the polymerization takes
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MULTIOBJECTIVE DYNAMIC OPTIMIZATION OF A REACTOR 71

Figure 2 Dimensionless pressure histories used currently to produce three grades of
nylon 6, using different values of [W ]0 .12 Optimal histories corresponding to points, Oi ,
in the Pareto optimal solutions also shown. Arrows indicate the values of tf /tf ,ref for the
three [W ]0 . Values 2, 3, and 4 on the arrows indicate [W ]0 Å 2.52, 3.45, and 4.43%,
respectively.

place, the temperature, T , inside the reactor in- which compared satisfactorily with industrial
data for the other two grades of polymer produced,creases above 2207C and vaporization of 1-capro-

lactam and water occurs, resulting in a buildup without requiring any retuning of the model pa-
rameters. This indicated that all the physico-of the pressure, p , in the region above the liquid

reaction mass. The pressure inside the reactor, chemical phenomena playing an important role
in the reactor are being correctly modeled. Thep (t ) , is maintained such that it conforms to a de-

sired history by manipulation of a control valve. model12 is used without any change for multiob-
jective optimization.The latter allows the vapor mixture of nitrogen

(inert, used initially above the liquid), monomer, The kinetic scheme for nylon 6 polymerization
is given in Table I.23–25 This scheme incorporatesand water to pass through to a condenser at a

prescribed rate, VT (mol of mixture/h). The pres- three important reactions, namely, ring opening,
polycondensation, and polyaddition, as well assure histories used currently for three different

industrial runs producing different grades of ny- two side reactions involving the cyclic dimer, C2 .
Because of the nonavailability of precise informa-lon 6 (using different initial concentrations of wa-

ter, [W ]0) , are shown in Figure 2 (curves marked tion about the rates of reactions involving the
higher cyclic oligomers, C3 , C4 , . . . , these havecurrent). In this diagram, the pressure and the

time, t , have been nondimensionalized using not been incorporated in Table I. Since the cyclic
dimer constitutes a major share of the total cyclic
oligomers in the reaction mass (approximately∏ å (p 0 p0) / (pmax,ref 0 p0) (a)
25–35 wt %24, 25, the exact value depending on the

t å t /tf ,ref (b) (1) operating conditions), this simplification of the
kinetic scheme is justified. The ‘‘state’’ of the reac-

where pmax,ref and tf ,ref are the current (indicated tor can be well described by a set of 15 state vari-
by subscript ref) values of the maximum pressure ables,12 x {å [x1 , x2 , . . . , x15]T } . Equations for
and total reaction time, and p0 is the initial pres- these can easily be written using mass and energy
sure (see Fig. 2, Current curves). Details of the balances and by obtaining moments of the poly-
model used, operating conditions, and results of mer chain-length distribution are given in ref. 12.
simulation (for the current or ref conditions), are In general, the state variable equations can be
available in ref. 12 and are not repeated here. written in the form
Five model parameters were ‘‘tuned’’ using only
one set (one value of [W ]0) of industrial data, and dxi

dt
Å fi (x , u ) ; i Å 1, 2, . . . , 15 (2)

it was found that this tuned model gave results
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72 MITRA, DEB, AND GUPTA

Table I Kinetic Scheme for Nylon 6 Polymerization23–25 and Corresponding Rate Parameters

1. Ring opening C1 / W `
k1

k*
1
Å k1

K1

S1

2. Polycondensation Sn / Sm `
k2

k*
2
Å k2

K2

Sm/n / W; n, m Å 1,2,. . .

3. Polyaddition Sn / C1 `
k3

k*
3
Å k3

K3

Sn/1 ; n Å 1,2,. . .

4. Ring opening of cyclic dimer C2 / W `
k4

k*
4
Å k4

K4

S2

5. Polyaddition of cyclic dimer Sn / C2 `
k5

k*
5
Å k5

K5

Sn/2 ; n Å 1,2,. . .

ki Å A0
i exp(0E0

i /RT) / Ac
i exp(0Ec

i /RT) (
`

nÅ1
([Sn]) Å k0

i / kc
i (

`

nÅ1
([Sn])

Ki Å exp[(DSi 0 DHi/T)/R], i Å 1,2,. . . ,5

A0
i E0

i Ac
i Ec

i DHi DSi

i (kg mol01 h01) (J/mol) (kg2 mol02 h01 (J/mol) (J/mol) (J mol01 K01)

1 5.9874 1 105 8.3198 1 104 4.3075 1 107 7.8703 1 104 /8.0268 1 103 03.2997 1 101

2 1.8942 1 1010 9.7389 1 104 1.2114 1 1010 8.6504 1 104 02.4883 1 104 /3.9496 1 100

3 2.8558 1 109 9.5606 1 104 1.6377 1 1010 8.4148 1 104 01.6923 1 104 02.9068 1 101

4 8.5778 1 1011 1.7577 1 105 2.3307 1 1012 1.5652 1 105 04.0176 1 104 06.0766 1 101

5 2.5701 1 108 8.9141 1 104 3.0110 1 109 8.5374 1 104 01.3263 1 104 /2.4384 1 100

where x and u are the vectors of the state and package increases the value of this parameter by
a factor of 10 and integrates the set of differentialthe control variables.

The ordinary differential equations (ODEs) in equations again from the previous value of t ( for
which convergence has been attained). This is at-eq. (2) can be integrated using the D02EJF sub-

routine of the NAG library for any given u (t ) and tempted between lower and upper limits of TOL.
This simulation package is combined with aninitial conditions. This subroutine uses Gear’s

technique for integrating sets of stiff ODEs.26 The adaptive version of the NSGA22 optimization code
for performing multiobjective optimization.presence of some discontinuities and the stiffness

of the ODEs makes it difficult to use a constant Two objective functions (both to be minimized)
are considered in this study: The first involves theerror tolerance (TOL) in the computer code,

D02EJF. Provision was made in the algorithm for nondimensional reaction time, tf /tf ,ref . The total
reaction time, tf , is determined as the time atself-adjustment of the error tolerance between

10012 and 1004 . If the set of ODEs cannot be inte- which the monomer conversion, conv, reaches the
desired value, convf ,ref (the value obtained in in-grated for a certain value of TOL, the simulation
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MULTIOBJECTIVE DYNAMIC OPTIMIZATION OF A REACTOR 73

dustry presently) as well as the degree of poly- tion, convf Å convf ,ref , to stop the integration of
the state variable equations, ensures that we ob-merization, mn ,f , reaches the desired value, mn ,ref .

The monomer conversion in a semibatch reactor tain optimal solutions where tf / tf ,ref and [C2 ] f /
[C2 ]f ,ref are minimized, while ensuring that convfat any time, t , is defined as
Å convf ,ref as well as mn ,f Å mn ,ref .

The two objectives [eqs. (4) and (5)] are con-
conv å 1 0 F[C1] / z1

F0[C1]0
(3) flicting in nature and, therefore, provide an excel-

lent opportunity for carrying out multiobjective
optimization. In the industrial reactor, the vaporwhere F and [C1] represent the total mass of the
release rate history, VT (t ) , and the jacket fluidliquid reaction mixture and the concentration
temperature, TJ (a constant value ) , are used as(mol/kg) of the monomer at any time, respec-
the control (or optimizing) variables. These twotively, and the subscript 0 represents the initial
constitute our control vector, u . Thus, our optimi-values. z1 is the (cumulative) amount (mol) of the
zation problem can be written in mathematicalmonomer that has vaporized until time t .
form, asThe first of the above requirements (on conv)

ensures that the monomer recycling load remains
Min

TJ,VT (t )
I å [I1 , I2]T (a)the same as at present, while the second require-

ment (on mn ) ensures that the physical properties
of the polymer product (determined by mn primar- where
ily) are the same as those of the polymer currently
produced. One may or may not be able to satisfy I ( i )

1 Å t ( i )
f /tf ,ref / w1(1 0 m( i )

n ,f /mn ,ref ) 2 (b)
both of these two requirements at tÅ tf simultane-
ously. To account for this, the integration of the I ( i )

2 Å [C2] ( i )
f / [C2]f ,ref / w2(1 0 m( i )

n ,f /mn ,ref ) 2 ;
model equations [eq. (2)] is terminated at the

i Å 1, 2, . . . , NP (c)point where conv Å convf ,ref . This denotes the
point tf . The value, mn ,f , of mn at this point is incor-

convf Å convf ,ref (d)porated in the first objective function, I1, in the form
of a penalty function with a weightage factor, w1 :

mass and energy balance equations (e)
I1 Å tf /tf ,ref / w1(1 0 mn ,f /mn ,ref ) 2 (4)

any additional physical limits

Minimization of I1 leads to an increase in the pro- on the control variables (f) (6)
duction capacity of the industrial plant (through
tf /tf ,ref ) , while simultaneously giving preference The solution of the multiobjective optimization
to solutions satisfying the requirement mn ,fÅ mn ,ref problem described in eq. (6) is obtained using the
(along with convf Å convf ,ref ) . nondominated sorting genetic algorithm (NSGA)22

The second objective function, I2 , involves the adapted in this study so as to apply for control
nondimensional concentration, [C2] f / [C2]f ,ref , of variables which are continuous functions of time,
the undesirable cyclic dimer in the polymer pro- t . Details of this adapted NSGA are described be-
duced. These cyclics cause problems in polymer low, and the associated flowchart is given in Table
processing23–25 and are removed by hot-water ex- II. The numbers in the discussion below refer to
traction, which is an energy-consuming process. the numbered boxes in Table II.
Minimization of [C2] f / [C2]f ,ref , thus, leads to the Box 4: At generation number, Ng Å 0, a popula-
improvement of the product quality, as well as tion having NP chromosomes (members) is gener-
reducing extraction costs downstream. The pen- ated. Each chromosome in this population carries
alty on the violation of mn ,f Å mn ,ref is also included the information of one digitized control variable
in I2 with the weightage factor, w2 . Thus, history [set of vapor release rate, VT (t ) /VT ,max,ref ,

values] and one control variable value (a single
I2 Å [C2] f / [C2]f ,ref / w2(1 0 mn ,f /mn ,ref ) 2 (5) value of the jacket fluid temperature, TJ ) . We dis-

cretize our first control variable history, VT (t ) /
VT ,max,ref , in terms of Nga equispaced points in 0The use of penalty functions involving mn ,f in both

the objective functions, and the use of the condi- ° t ° tf0 (tf0 , an initial estimate of tf , is to be
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74 MITRA, DEB, AND GUPTA

U (i)  5 UP,1, UP,2, . . . , UP,Nsim

umax 2 umin
P,k P,k

uP,k 5 umin 1 3 (decoded value of s(i) )(i)
P,k k

For each chromosome, use Hermite interpolation of the Nga discrete values uP,k,
of  uP(t) to get a continuous uP(t) history. Obtain Nsim (oNga) equispaced
intermediate real values, [UP,l]; l 5 1, 2, . . . , Nsim, describing the uP(t) history:

NP, Nstr, Nga, Nsim, pm, pc, q, a,

tf 0, umin, umax (k 5 1, 2, . . . , Nga), T min, T max, Ng,max

Nchr 5 (Nga 1 1) 3 Nstr

1.≤Input data:

Table II Flowchart Describing the NSGA22 as Adapted in This Study

2.≤Initialize generation number:

Ng 5 0

P,k P,k J J

3.≤Initialize random number generator.

4. Create NP random binary chromosomes, each of length Nchr having Nstr binaries
for each of the Nga points representing uP(t) history and Nstr binaries (bits)
representing the single value of TJ:

where s(i) [ b1,k, b2,k, . . . , bNstr,kk
(i)

where bj,k P {0, 1}

i 5 1, 2, . . . , NP;  j 5 1, 2, . . . , Nstr; k 5 1, 2, . . . , Nga 1 1

2Nstr 2 1

(i)

(i) (i)

(i)

(i)

s(i) [ s(i), s(i), . . . , sNga
, sNga111 2

(i) (i)

6.

Decode and adaptively map each chromosome to give a digitized uP(t) history
with Nga real values and a real value of TJ, using

5.

For each chromosome representing a U (i)(t) history and a value of T (i), solve the
model equations [eq. (2)] using Gear’s algorithm with stopping condition as
convf 5 convf,ref . Record I (i) and I (i).
³ Compute the ˆtness values, F (i) and F (i), as F (i) 5 1/(1 1 I (i)); for all i
5 1, 2, . . . , NP and m 5 1, 2. Identify all feasible solutions.

7. P J

mm

1 2

21

P
(i) (i) (i)

Tmax 2 Tmin
J J

T (i) 5 Tmin 1 3 (decoded value of sNga11)JJ
(i)

2Nstr 2 1

k 5 1, 2, . . . , Nga; i 5 1, 2, . . . , NP
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MULTIOBJECTIVE DYNAMIC OPTIMIZATION OF A REACTOR 75

front 5 front 1 1.
Identify nondominated chromosomes
and assign current front number to
these. Assign (the same value of the)
dummy ˆtness value, F*, to each
chromosome,  j, in front i.

Perform sharing in the current front.
Assign shared ˆtness values, F*9, to
each of the ni chromosomes in front
i, using eqs. (9)–(13).

8.≤Initialize front number:

Table II Continued

9.

i

front 5 0

Is the
population fully

classiˆed?

No

Yes

Yes

No

10.
i, j

Create mating pool for the next generation using stochastic remainder
roulette-wheel selection operator.™º

11.

Check the convergence criteria:

Ng , Ng,max?

13.

Stop.15.

Ng 5 Ng 1 1

go to step 4

14.

Perform crossovers and mutations in the new mating pool with
probabilities pc and pm, respectively. Thus obtain chromosomes for
the next generation.

12.
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76 MITRA, DEB, AND GUPTA

supplied). The second control variable, TJ , is ap- values of the two objective functions, I ( i )
1 and I ( i )

2

[at the final reaction time t Å tf , see eqs. 6(b,c)] ,pended in any chromosome as an additional [(Nga

are computed. One additional point needs to be/ 1)th] point. Thus, each of the Np chromosomes
emphasized: The computer codes involving GA(called strings) comprises a sequence of (Nga / 1)
usually maximize a fitness function, F ( i )

m , rathernumbers (called substrings). Each of these sub-
than minimize objective functions, I ( i )

m , m Å 1, 2.strings, in turn, comprises a set of Nstr binary
Hence, we define fitness functions to convert thenumbers (0 or 1). Each chromosome, therefore,
minimization problem to an equivalent maximiza-has Nchr Å (Nga / 1) 1 Nstr binary digits, b ( i )

j,k (see
tion problem as follows:Box No. 4 of Table II). The Nchr individual binaries

in each of the Np chromosomes are generated us-
F ( i )

1 å 1/(1 / I ( i )
1 )ing a random number generation subroutine.9,20,21

Box 5: The complete binary string (sequence of F ( i )
2 å 1/(1 / I ( i )

2 ) (7)
Nchr binaries) of the ith chromosome, when de-
coded into real numbers, u ( i )

P ,k or T ( i )
J and interpo- It may be added that the technique described until

lated (mapped) between the upper (u° umax) and this stage is quite similar to that9 developed for
lower (u ¢ umin) bounds of the control variables the optimization of MMA polymerization. All the
u , at that location, gives a digitized u ( i )

P history feasible points are identified (for plotting) at this
(a set of Nga real values), [u ( i )

P ,1 , u ( i )
P ,2 , . . . , stage. The feasible points or chromosomes are

u ( i )
P ,Nga ] , representing a VT(t ) /VT ,max,ref history as those for which convf Å convf ,ref { 0.009 and (1

well as a value, T ( i )
J , representing a single value 0 mn ,f /mn ,ref ) Å {0.009. The satisfaction of the lat-

of the jacket fluid temperature TJ , corresponding ter requirement means that the penalty values in
to that chromosome. Thus, there is a set of NP eqs. (4) and (5) are negligible.
chromosomes, each representing a digitized up(t ) Box 9: A chromosome, i1 , is said to be domi-
[å VT (t ) /VT ,max,ref ] history and a value of TJ , each nated by another chromosome, i2 (for the present
appropriately coded, in the form of a string of Nchr problem of minimization of I or maximization of
binaries. The minimum difference between the F ) , if
digitized values of the control variable (at any
value, tk ) of two different chromosomes is (umax

P ,k F ( i1)
1 õ F ( i2)

1 (a)
0 umin

P ,k ) / (2Nstr 0 1). This is the accuracy to which
as well asany particular uP can be determined for different

members of the population in a particular genera- F ( i1)
2 õ F ( i2)

2 (b)
tion.

thenBox 6: The decoded and adaptively mapped,
discretized values, u ( i )

P ,k , are curve-fitted piecewise i1 is dominated by i2 (8c)
(splines) to obtain a continuous function,
U ( i )

P (t ) . A piecewise cubic Hermite subroutine For example, in Figure 3, point 3 is dominated by
(E01BFF from the NAG library) is used to do this. point 5. We test each of the NP chromosomes in
This continuous function is again digitized to give the population against all others to sort out all
Nsim (¢ Nga ) values of the control variable, dominated chromosomes. As soon as a chromo-
[U ( i )

P ,l ; l Å 1, 2, . . . , Nsim] . some is found to be dominated, it is not checked
Box 7: These more closely spaced, discretized for dominance with any other chromosome in the

values of U ( i )
P (t ) and the value of T ( i )

J are fed to population. When all chromosomes have been
the simulation package, D02EJF (of NAG li- checked for dominance, and all dominated chro-
brary), which integrates the state-variable equa- mosomes have been identified, the rest of the chro-
tions [eq. (2)] starting with the given initial con- mosomes are given a front number, FRONT Å 1.
ditions12 and terminating at the stopping condi- These chromosomes having FRONT Å 1, are
tion, convf Å convf ,ref . The simulation program called nondominated chromosomes. In Figure 3,
stores the values of each of the state variables, points 4, 5, and 6 will constitute the chromosomes
x ( i ) ( j ) , at every Nsim intermediate values of t , assigned FRONT Å 1. All nondominated chromo-
such that there are sets of x values until convf somes are then assigned a dummy fitness value,
Å convf ,ref . These detailed histories could be F*1 , equal to NP . Thereafter, these dummy fitness

values are modified according to the sharing pro-printed out later for the optimal solutions. The
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Figure 3 An example describing the concept of dominance.

cedure described in item 10 below, to assign a (b) We calculate the niche count, mj , using
shared fitness value. Sharing is done to maintain
diversity in the nondominated chromosomes.27 To
identify chromosomes for other fronts, we tempo-

mj Å ∑
ni

kÅ1

Sh (djk) (10)rarily discard all nondominated chromosomes.
The remaining chromosomes are again checked
for dominance using eq. (8) and new nondomi-

wherenated chromosomes are sorted and given a front
number, FRONT Å 2. Again, the new nondomi-
nated chromosomes (in FRONT 2) are given a
dummy fitness value, F*2 , which is slightly Sh (djk)
smaller than the lowest of the shared fitness val-
ues of the previous front. The sharing of the

Å
1 0 S djk

sshare
Da

, if djk õ sshare;

0, otherwise

(11)dummy fitness values is performed again, and a
shared fitness value is assigned to each nondomi-
nated chromosome. This procedure is continued
until all NP chromosomes have been given a front
number. sshare is given by

Box 10: Sharing—Sharing is performed among
the members of the ith front (having ni members)
using the following procedure:

sshare Å
1

2q [1/ (Nga/1)] . (12)
(a) For each chromosome, j , in front i , the di-

mensionless distance, djk , of this chromo-
In eq. (12), q is the number of Pareto opti-some from any other chromosome, k , ( in-
mal points desired (we have used q Å 15cluding j ) in the (same) front is calculated
in our study). The parameter, a, is an ex-using
ponent which controls the sharing effect
(we have used a Å 2 in the present study).

djk Å H∑
Nga

lÅ1

[(u ( j )
P ,l 0 u (k )

P ,l ) / (umax
P ,l 0 umin

P ,l ) ]2
(c) The dummy fitness, F*i , of each chromo-

some, j , in front, i , is modified by dividing
F*i by the chromosome’s niche count, mj ,

/ [ (T ( j )
J 0 T (k )

J ) / (Tmax
J 0 Tmin

J ) ]2J1/2

(9) to calculate the shared fitness value, F**ij ,
as follows:
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equals the maximum number specified at the
F**ij Å

F*i
mj

(13) starting of the program as an input parameter.
In a nutshell, the feasible nondominated solu-

tions are emphasized in every generation by the
action of the reproduction operator of NSGA. The
coexistence of multiple feasible nondominated so-Box 11: The stochastic remainder roulette
lutions is ensured by using the sharing technique.wheel selection20 procedure is used on the shared
Thereafter, crossover and mutation create newfitness values, and a mating pool of NP chromo-
and, hopefully, better feasible nondominated solu-somes is generated. This procedure involves pro-
tions. This process continues, and, finally, the bestportionate selection, where, first, the number of
nondominated solutions of a population convergecopies made of each chromosome is equal to the
to the true Pareto optimal solutions. Since diver-integer part of the value of F**ij /FU **ij . Here, FU **ij is
sity in the best feasible nondominated solutionsthe average of the shared fitness values of all the
is maintained in each generation, the final popu-NP chromosomes in the population. Additional
lation is expected to capture a number of differentcopies of the jth chromosome in the ith front (to
Pareto optimal solutions simultaneously in onemake a total of NP in the mating pool) are made,
run.thereafter, using a roulette wheel with probability

proportional to the fractional part of F**ij /FU **ij .
Box 12: After the mating pool is created, cross-

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONover and mutation take place to produce the new
population (next generation). These operations

Several checks have been made to ensure that thetake place at the chromosome (binary) level. Two
computer code was free of errors. For example,chromosomes are randomly selected from the
the values of conv, [C2] , mn , etc., for any one chro-mating pool, a crossing site is selected (randomly
mosome were found to be the same as those ob-again), and portions of the chromosomes before
tained using our earlier12 simulation code [withand after the crossing site are exchanged. For ex-
the same VT (t ) and TJ ] . Also, Pareto optimal solu-ample, for seven-bit chromosomes with the cross-
tions for some simpler problems22 were obtaineding site after the third binary, the crossover is
using our code, and they were found to be thedescribed by the following:
same as solutions obtained earlier. The CPU time
([W ]0 Å 3.45%) for 20 generations was found to
be 144 min on a mainframe HP8000S/950 super-
minicomputer.

100É1111 100 0100

110É0100 110 1111
(old generation) (new generation)

(14)
The upper and lower limits of each of the Nga

control variables (for [W ]0 Å 3.45%), umax
P ,k and

umin
P ,k , k Å 1, 2, . . . , Nga , as well as of the jacket

fluid temperature, Tmax
J and Tmin

J , were first deter-While performing crossovers, only pcNP chromo- mined. It was found that these (slightly re-
somes are crossed, the remaining being left un- stricted) search ‘‘windows’’ for VT /VT ,max,ref and TJtouched (pc is referred to as the crossover proba- were necessary and that very large search do-
bility). mains on these two control variables led to severe

Another operation, called mutation, is also computational problems with no Pareto solutions
used to improve the next generation. The muta- being obtained. Since our earlier multiobjective
tion operator changes a binary number from 1 optimization study28 of this reactor (with the shape
to 0 or vice versa, with a probability, pm . This of the pressure history fixed and described by four
operation is carried out for each of the NPNchr bits values only) gave us an optimal VT /VT ,max,ref his-
in the population, again using appropriate ran- tory and an optimal value of TJ , we selected the
dom numbers. The need for mutation leads to a windows of these control variables around these
local search around the current solution and helps previous solutions28 as
maintain the diversity of the population.

This completes one generation of NSGA. These 0.4 1 (VT /VT ,max,ref )28 ° VT /VT ,max,refsets of operations are carried out from one genera-
tion to the next until the number of generations ° 1.6 1 (VT /VT ,max,ref )28 (15)
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Table III Window for VT/VT,max,ref Used for Our Study, [W]0 Å 3.45%

ka (V opt
T /VT,max,ref)28 (Vmax

T /VT,max,ref) (Vmin
T /VT,max,ref)

1 0.05 0.3 0.01
2 0.06 0.1 0.02
3 0.2 0.32 0.08
4 0.3 0.48 0.12
5 0.2 0.32 0.08
6 0.07 0.112 0.028
7 0.03 0.048 0.012
8 0.05 0.08 0.02
9 0.02 0.032 0.008

10 0.02 0.032 0.008

a k Å 1, 2, . . . , Nga .

at corresponding values of t /tf . The subscript 28 associated with the reactor (including ‘‘reference’’
values) are the same as those given in ref. 12.indicates values obtained in ref. 28. The window

for TJ was taken as 2207C ° TJ ° 2707C. It was Figure 5 shows the feasible solutions at the
beginning (Ng Å 0) for [W ]0 Å 3.45%. Each offound that the window for VT /VT ,max,ref at t /tf Å 0

had to be widened beyond that given in eq. (15) these points satisfies all the constraints of the sys-
tem [eqs. 6(d) – (f ) , and mn Å mn ,ref within errorbefore solutions could be obtained. The exact win-

dow used for VT /VT ,max,ref is given in Table III, bounds]. Convergence to the optimal Pareto set
(shown in Fig. 6) is observed to take about eightwhile Figure 4 gives the window as well as the

optimal values obtained earlier.28 Any further in- generations. The number of Pareto points ob-
tained finally (10) is found to be of the same ordercrease in the width of the window for VT /VT ,max,ref

reduces the number of Pareto points obtained as q (15), as expected. The solution in Figure 6
is referred to as the ‘‘reference’’ run. The Pareto(without any change in the optimal solutions),

and no further widening of the width of the win- sets obtained for the other two water concentra-
tions, that is, [W ]0 Å 2.52 and 4.43%, are givendow was attempted. The values of the computa-

tional parameters used in the optimization study in Figure 7. It may be added that the values of
[C2]f ,ref are different for the three cases, while tf ,refare given in Table IV. The initial and other values

Figure 4 Dimensionless vapor release rate histories for [W ]0 Å 3.45%, for three points
(tf /tf ,ref Å 0.45, 0.54, 0.65) on the Pareto optimal set. (L) Lower and (/) upper limits of
the window used in this study; (h) optimal values of VT /VT ,max,ref as obtained in ref. 28.
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Figure 5 Feasible points at generation number (Å Ng ) Å 0, for [W ]0 Å 3.45%.

is the same. The values of umax
P ,k , umin

P ,k (k Å 1, 2, called utopia. The point, Ui , is obtained by per-
forming two single-objective function optimiza-. . . , Nga ) , Tmax

J and Tmin
J , as well as all the other

computational parameters, for all these three tions [i.e., by solving eq. (6) using only one of the
two objectives and dropping the other objectivecases are taken to be the same as given in Tables

III and IV. It can be observed that any point on function completely]. These two limiting solu-
tions2,3,28 show up as the straight lines in Figurethe Pareto set is not inferior to any other, because,

while going from one point to another, one im- 6. The intersection of these lines gives the utopia.
Point Ui is unattainable, but represents an ideal.proves one objective function while worsening the

other. The preferred solution is often taken2,3 to be the
point nearest to utopia. This point is denoted byAfter the generation of the Pareto sets, a de-

signer can choose an operating point (preferred Oi in Figure 6. The subscript, i , on points Ui and
Oi corresponds to the integer in the value of thesolution) from these sets using his or her intuition

[or other information not included in eq. (6)] . One initial water concentration, [W ]0 . It must be em-
phasized that the geometrical construction re-technique which can be used is to select the pre-

ferred solution as a point nearest to a point, Ui , quired to obtain points Oi will depend on the

Figure 6 Pareto optimal set (for Ng Å 8 as well as 20) for [W ]0 Å 3.45%. U3 is the
utopia while O3 is the preferred solution.
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Figure 7 Comparison of the three Paretos (with the preferred solutions indicated by
dots) with the Pareto for [W ]0 Å 3.45% obtained by Sareen and Gupta.28

scales being used in plotting the Paretos. How- earlier. This indicates that ‘‘freezing’’ of the shape
of the pressure history during optimization doesever, this is the best one can do in absence of

additional information. not give the best optimal solutions, since the
search space becomes limited by this procedure,Each point on the Pareto sets in Figure 7 corre-

sponds to a different VT /VT ,max,ref history as well a drawback that does not exist in the current,
more general, study.as TJ . Three of these histories (for tf /tf ,ref Å 0.45,

0.54, and 0.65 on the Pareto for the reference case Figure 9 shows the optimal history of VT /VT,max,ref

for the preferred solution, O3 , and compares itof [W ]0 Å 3.45%) are shown in Figure 4. Figure
8 shows the optimal values of TJ corresponding to with values currently in use.12 It is observed that

the vapor release rate is finite at the beginningthe Paretos for all three values of [W ]0 .
In Figure 7, the Pareto sets obtained in the in the case of the optimal solution, in contrast to

the present operation. Also, the maximum valuepresent study are compared with the Pareto set
obtained by Sareen and Gupta28 for [W ]0Å 3.45%. of the optimal vapor release rate is lower. It must

be ensured that the values of VT indicated in theThe Paretos obtained in the present case indicate
superior performance compared to that obtained beginning can, indeed, be attained (the pressure

inside the reactor may not be high enough to pro-
vide such release rates even with a fully open con-

Table IV Computational Parameters Used in trol valve). Figure 10 shows that higher vapor
the Reference Run release rates are required for higher values of

[W ]0 . Figure 2 shows the variation of the dimen-
(VT/VT,max,ref)min,max

k ; k Å 1, 2, . . . , Nga ; (as in Table sionless pressure, P, with dimensionless time for
III) the preferred solutions (O2 , O3 , and O4) . Much

Tmax
J Å 270.07C

lower pressures are required as compared to theTmin
J Å 220.07C

current operation. Figure 11 shows the variationNga Å 10
of the dimensionless temperature with dimen-NP Å 80
sionless time for the three preferred solutions.Nstr Å 7
The temperatures are observed to increase moreNsim Å 100

q Å 15 slowly as compared to current values. This is be-
a Å 2 cause of nonzero vapor release rates at the begin-
pc Å 0.99 ning (leading to higher amounts of vaporization).
pm Å 0.001 In Figure 12, the number-average chain length,
Ng,max Å 20 mn , versus the dimensionless time, is plotted for
Nchr Å (10 / 1) 1 7 Å 77 the three preferred solutions. The plateau ob-
w1 Å w2 Å 0.25 1 106

served currently is found to be missing in the case
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Figure 8 Jacket fluid temperatures corresponding to different points on the three
Paretos.

of the optimal runs. This is similar to the observa- much smaller than that produced currently. This
is also indicated in Figure 7. The quality of thetion made by Sareen and Gupta.28 In Figure 13,

the monomer conversion, conv, is plotted against product produced under optimal conditions is,
thus, observed to be far better (while the totalthe dimensionless time. The delayed attainment

of the equilibrium values is observed. In Figure reaction time, tf , is also substantially reduced
leading to higher plant capacities).14, [C2] / [C2]f ,ref,3 (where subscript 3 indicates

that the reference value, [C2]f ,ref , for [W ]0Å 3.45% The effect of varying the several computational
parameters given in Tables III and IV on theis used for all three cases) is plotted against the

dimensionless time for the preferred solutions as Pareto solution for [W ]0 Å 3.45% was then stud-
ied. If the population size, NP , is decreased fromwell as for the current operation. Use of the same

denominator for all three [W ]0 helps to compare the reference value of 80 to 60, the same Pareto
is obtained. We could, as well, choose to use NPthe values of [C2] better. Our theoretical results

indicate that the amount of cyclics expected to be Å 60 since the number of function evaluations
would be lower. However, increase in NP to 100produced under optimal operating conditions is

Figure 9 Variation of the dimensionless vapor release rate with dimensionless time
for the current and optimal (preferred solution, O3) cases; [W ]0 Å 3.45%.
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Figure 10 Dimensionless vapor release rate histories for the preferred solutions for
[W ]0 Å 2.52, 3.45, and 4.43%.

led to severe memory and CPU time require- solutions. The effect of a change in the value of
the mutation probability, pm , from 0.001 to 0.1,ments, and only three generations could be com-

pleted. A few extra feasible solutions were found led to fewer points on the Pareto set (the ones
obtained were identical to those in the referencefor NPÅ 100 than shown in Figure 5. The evolving

Pareto appeared to be identical. On increasing the case), but convergence was attained more slowly
(at the 18th generation). Also, higher pm led tovalue of Nstr from 7 to 10, we obtained Pareto

solutions which differed only in the fifth to sev- some erratic behavior in the feasible points ob-
tained in each generation in the beginning (thisenth decimal places. This increased accuracy is,

thus, not necessary and the reference value Nstr was probably the cause of slow convergence). De-
crease as well as minor increase of the windowÅ 7 is allright. Similarly, increase in the value of

Nga from 10 to 16 led to no significant changes in provided for VT /VT ,max,ref (to factors of 0.2 and 1.2
or 0.7 and 1.7, of the values in ref. 28) led to fewerthe Pareto set. The effect of varying the value of

the crossover probability, pc , from 0.99 to 0.77, points on the Pareto (although the same values
were obtained for the points). The reference val-again, led to no significant changes in the optimal

Figure 11 Variation of the dimensionless temperature with dimensionless time for
the current and optimal (preferred solutions) cases, for [W ]0 Å 2.52, 3.45, and 4.43%.
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Figure 12 Variation of the degree of polymerization with dimensionless time for the
current and optimal (preferred solutions) cases, for [W ]0 Å 2.52, 3.45, and 4.43%.

ues of the computational parameters in Tables III tain the solutions. Use of this niche-based search
technique was found to be superior to the use ofand IV, thus, appear justified.
Pontryagin’s minimum principle for dynamic opti-
mization.29 In fact, our attempt to extend our ear-
lier work29 using Pontryagin’s principle (for sin-CONCLUSIONS
gle-objective optimization of the semibatch nylon
6 reactor) to the more difficult problem describedPareto optimal solutions have been obtained for

the multiobjective optimization problem described in eq. (6) failed due to severe numerical problems.
This indicates the superiority of the present tech-in eq. (6). The vapor release rate history, VT (t ) ,

and the value of the jacket fluid temperature, TJ , nique. It is found that there is considerable scope
for improvement in the operation of the industrialhave been used as the control (optimizing) vari-

ables. An adapted nondominated sorting genetic reactor (reduced total reaction times, reduced cy-
clic formation, while simultaneously maintainingalgorithm (NSGA) technique was used to ob-

Figure 13 Variation of the monomer conversion with dimensionless time for the
current and optimal cases (preferred solutions), for [W ]0 Å 2.52, 3.45, and 4.43%.
Notation for the arrows same as in Figure 2.
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Figure 14 Variation of the dimensionless dimer concentration (using [C2]f ,ref for [W ]0

Å 3.45% as the normalizing parameter for all three cases) with dimensionless time for
the current and optimal cases (preferred solutions), for [W ]0 Å 2.52, 3.45, and 4.43%.

the values of monomer conversion and the num- shared fitness value of jth chromo-F**ij
some in ith frontber-average molecular weight). We understand

that some improvements (in terms of reduction average of the shared fitness valuesFU **ij
in the reaction time, tf ) have already been imple- of all the chromosomes in the popu-
mented on the industrial reactor recently, along lation
the lines indicated in the present work. F mass of liquid in reactor at time t

(kg)
This work was partly funded by a grant from the DHi enthalpy of ith reaction (J/mol)
Research Centre, Gujarat State Fertilizers Co. Ltd., I vector of objective functions, Im ; m
Vadodara, India. Å 1, 2

ki forward rate constant of ith reaction
reverse rate constant of ith reactionk *iNOMENCLATURE Ki equilibrium constant for ith reaction

mj niche count for jth point in any front
Mn number-average molecular weight

A0
i , Ac

i frequency factor for ith reaction in
Mw weight-average molecular weightabsence (0) and in presence (c ) of
ni number of chromosomes in ith frontcatalytic effect (kg mol01 h01 or
Nchr total number of binary digits in chro-kg2 mol02 h01)

mosome Å (Nga / 1) 1 Nstrconv monomer conversion [eq. (3)]
Ng generation numberCi caprolactam ( i Å 1) and cyclic dimer
Nga number of uP values which GA gener-( i Å 2)

atesdjk normalized distance in x space be-
NP number of chromosomes in the popu-tween jth and kth points [eq. (9)]

lationDP degree of polymerization of polymer
Nsim number of uP values after interpola-product (Åmn )

tionE0
i , Ec

i activation energies for the ith reac-
Nstr number of binary digits representingtion in absence (0) and in presence

each of the control variables(c ) of catalytic effect (J/mol)
Oi preferred solutions for ith case ( iF ( i )

m fitness function of ith string
Å 2, 3, 4 indicating [W ]0 Å 2.52,dummy fitness value of chromosomesF*i
3.45, and 4.43%)in ith front
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p pressure (kPa or atm) mn number-average chain length (å m1 /
m0)pc crossover probability

pm mutation probability P dimensionless pressure [eq. 1(a)]
t dimensionless time [eq. 1(b)]q desired number (approximately) of

Pareto points required to be gener- sshare maximum normalized distance in x
space between any two points [eq.ated

R gas constant (J mol01 K01) (12)]
Rv ,m , Rv ,w rate of vaporization of monomer and

water at time t (mol/h)
Subscripts/Superscriptss ( i )

k substring of Nstr binary numbers in-
dicating either the value of u ( i )

P ,k or d desired value
T ( i )

J f final (value for the product)
Sh sharing function [eq. (11)] J jacket
DSi entropy change for the ith reaction m monomer

(J mol01 K01) max maximum value
Sn linear n -mer 0 feed conditions
t time (h) ref reference (value used in industrial
tf0 initially assumed value for tf (h) reactor currently)
tf total reaction time (h) tf value at t Å tf

T temperature (K) w water
TJ jacket fluid temperature (K)
TOL tolerance in D02EJF code of NAG li-

Symbolsbrary
Tmin

J , Tmax
J lower and upper bounds on jacket [ ] concentrations (mol/kg mixture)

fluid temperature
u vector of control variables, [uP (t ) ,

TJ ]
u ( i )

P ,k value of control variable (VT / REFERENCES
VT ,max,ref ) ( i )

k at the end of kth time
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